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 “with” the dating/marriage matching service 

-supervised by mentalist DaiGo-  

starts to provide iOS version app 
 

Tokyo, Japan –March 29, 2016- IGNIS Ltd. is pleased to announce that our dating 

and marriage matching service “with” has started to provide the iOS version for the 

smartphone application. The Android version will also be provided soon. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“with” is a dating and marriage matching service to which you can easily register 

using your Facebook account. Under the supervision of DaiGo, a famous mentalist 

in Japan, the service applies methodologies from psychology and statistics. We 

started to provide our web-based services from September 2015, with the aim to 

offer our users an experience unlike those from the existing “mechanical” matching, 

and in order to enhance the convenience to our users, we also started to offer a 

smartphone application (iOS version) as well.  

 

An increasing number of people are showing their desire to search for dating and 

marriage partners online. There are also forecasts that this market will expand to 

the size of 12.8 billion yen by 2017*, and quality service which better satisfies our 

users’ needs is in demand. We are currently developing the Android version of the 



 

smartphone app for “with”, and with the release of this app (coming soon), we 

intend increase the convenience and accessibility for our users. Also, by continuing 

to add higher accuracy matching functions, we will strive to offer services that will 

be greatly satisfying for our users.  

 

* Market forecast according to Seed Planning Inc. 

URL:https://www.seedplanning.co.jp/press/2014/2014080601.html 

 

■Outline of 『with』 

 Name of App 

with 

Provided by 

IGNIS LTD. 

From 

iOS version：March 29th, 2016 

Android version：Coming soon 

Genre Matching service for dating and marriage 

OS 

Android™ version 4.0 and after  

iPhone, iPod touch, and iPad compatible iOS8.0 and 

after 

URL for web https://with.is/welcome 

Price 
Download is free（some fees may be charged within 

the app） 

Download 

iOS 

https://itunes.apple.com/jp/app/id1080235090 

Android 

Coming soon 

 

About IGNIS 

IGNIS is a leading smartphone application company that is involved in planning, 

development, operation and sales of products. IGNIS’s company philosophy is “Until 

we impact the world, we won't be satisfied.” Since its establishment in May 2010, 

IGNIS has launched a wide range of smartphone applications, including utility tools, 

entertainment, games and more, which have resulted in an accumulated total of 

100 million downloads as of February 2016. IGNIS has succeeded to produce many 

smash hit applications which have exceeded 1 million downloads to date, precisely 

meeting a huge variety of needs for smartphone users. Through challenging and 



 

developing new genre, IGNIS aims to create internet services establishing “new 

standards” over and over again. 
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